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Character is like a tree and reputation like a shadow.
The shadow is what we think of it; the tree is the real thing.

Abraham Lincoln
The Lincoln Academy of Illinois
The Old State Capitol Historic Site

*Where Lincoln debated slavery's future, freedom's meaning and America's destiny*

When Abraham Lincoln and eight of his fellow state legislators (known as the Long Nine) were successful in their efforts to move the capital city from Vandalia to Springfield, a new statehouse was needed. On July 4, 1837, workers laid the cornerstone for this building. Designed by Springfield architect John Rague in Greek Revival style, the first rooms opened for use in 1839. When the Illinois House of Representatives convened in this room for the first time in December 1840, Abraham Lincoln took his seat for his fourth and final term as a legislator. Lincoln's desk and the portrait of Washington are the only two items present today which are original to the room.

As a lawyer, Lincoln argued many cases in this building before the Illinois Supreme Court. He launched his 1858 Senate campaign against Stephen A. Douglas in this room, warning the nation of the dangers of a ‘house divided against itself.’ And two years later, he prepared to assume the duties of President in the second-floor governor's office and adjoining reception room.

Following his death, Lincoln's body was brought here to the Hall of Representatives in the spring of 1865 to lie in state as thousands of grief-stricken mourners streamed past the open coffin.

In 1876, state government offices moved to a new capitol building, several blocks away, and this building was extensively remodeled for use as the county courthouse.

Admirers of Abraham Lincoln launched an effort to return this noble building to its original appearance. Reconstruction began in 1966 when the building was completely dismantled, and the exterior stones were carefully removed, numbered and stored at the state fairgrounds until the walls could be meticulously rebuilt.

Following a three-year collaboration of historians and architects to re-create the Illinois Statehouse of Abraham Lincoln's time, the Old State Capitol Historic Site was rededicated November 15, 1969. Shortly thereafter, Illinois' Sixth Constitutional Convention met in this room, drafting our state's current constitution, the Constitution of 1970.

And on a cold winter day in 2007 -- just prior to Lincoln's birthday -- another proud Illinoisan, U.S. Senator Barack Obama, announced his own candidacy for President on the steps of this building, ‘where Lincoln once called on a divided house to stand together,’ he said, ‘where common hopes and common dreams still live.’
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Sangamon Woodwind Consort
Cindy Garretson  Flute
Krista Steller  Oboe
Cathy McGuire  Bassoon

Call to Order
Dennis Lyle, Regent

Invocation
Stephanie Pace Marshall, PhD
Regent and Immediate Past Chancellor
Lincoln Laureate 2005

Opening of the Convocation
Frank Clark, Chancellor
Lincoln Laureate 2017

Speaking on behalf of the Student Laureates
Radiance Campbell
Illinois State University

Presentation of the Class of 2019 Student Laureates
Jane Denes, Regent
Linda Schielke, Trustee

Remarks
The Honorable J. B. Pritzker
Governor of the State of Illinois

Closing Remarks
Frank Clark, Chancellor
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## Student Laureates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Laureate</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Academic Trustee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nadia Ayensah</td>
<td>Augustana College</td>
<td>Steven C. Bahls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khadeil Threlando Ergas</td>
<td>Aurora University</td>
<td>Rebecca Sherrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Weber</td>
<td>Benedictine University</td>
<td>Charles Gregory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhome Apton</td>
<td>Bradley University</td>
<td>Gary Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Kleiche</td>
<td>Chicago State University</td>
<td>Zaldwaynaka 'Z' Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amna Razi</td>
<td>College of DuPage</td>
<td>Brian Caputo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kierah King</td>
<td>Columbia College Chicago</td>
<td>Kuang-Wu Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Catherine Deddens</td>
<td>Concordia University Chicago</td>
<td>Russell Dawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela Jane Milligan</td>
<td>DePaul University</td>
<td>A. Gabriel Esteban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Banks</td>
<td>Dominican University</td>
<td>Donna M. Carroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephany C. Starks</td>
<td>East-West University</td>
<td>M. Wasiulla Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindy Jane Dokken</td>
<td>Eastern Illinois University</td>
<td>David Glassman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily M. Marquez</td>
<td>Elmhurst College</td>
<td>Troy VanAken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paige Dobby</td>
<td>Eureka College</td>
<td>Jamel Santa Cruz Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Kay Spayer</td>
<td>Governors State University</td>
<td>Elaine P. Maimon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah Mohr</td>
<td>Greenville University</td>
<td>Ivan Filby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Jeanne Crofton</td>
<td>Illinois College</td>
<td>Barbara A. Edwards Farley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayesha Anees</td>
<td>Illinois Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Alan W. Cramb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiance J. Campbell</td>
<td>Illinois State University</td>
<td>Larry H. Dietz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayley Lyn Rettberg</td>
<td>Illinois Wesleyan University</td>
<td>Georgia Nugent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anali Cisneros</td>
<td>Judson University</td>
<td>Gene C. Crume, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah M. Henderson</td>
<td>Knox College</td>
<td>Teresa L. Amott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgotla &quot;Kotch&quot; Mmopi</td>
<td>Lake Forest College</td>
<td>Stephen D. Schutt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarzyna Majchrowicz-Wolny</td>
<td>Lewis University</td>
<td>David Livingston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonah Christopher Steele</td>
<td>Lincoln University</td>
<td>Don Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Beck</td>
<td>Lincoln Christian University</td>
<td>David H. Gerlach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian De La Cruz</td>
<td>Lincoln College</td>
<td>Jo Ann Rooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia Lynne Estoye Suau</td>
<td>Loyola University Chicago</td>
<td>Beverly Rodgers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Murray Berry</td>
<td>MacMurray College</td>
<td>James M. Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McKendree University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Academic Trustees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timothy L. Killeen</th>
<th>University of Illinois</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. Kevin Dorsey (Interim)</td>
<td>Southern Illinois University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Student Laureates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Laureate</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Academic Trustee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mikayla Marie Krieger</td>
<td>Millikin University</td>
<td>Patrick E. White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadley A. Smithhisler</td>
<td>Monmouth College</td>
<td>Clarence Wyatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Kenyon</td>
<td>National Louis University</td>
<td>Nivine Megahed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Daniel Cordoba</td>
<td>North Central College</td>
<td>Troy D. Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Ruth Vander Stelt</td>
<td>North Park University</td>
<td>Mary Surridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miriam I. Varela</td>
<td>Northeastern Illinois University</td>
<td>Gloria J. Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Joseph Pearson</td>
<td>Northern Illinois University</td>
<td>Lisa Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Guo</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>Morton O. Schapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Gonzalez</td>
<td>Olivet Nazarene University</td>
<td>John C. Bowling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia-Annette Hathaway</td>
<td>Principia College</td>
<td>Jolanda Westerhof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Teresa Argana</td>
<td>Quincy University</td>
<td>Brian McGee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Gonzalez</td>
<td>Robert Morris University</td>
<td>Mablene Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Neal Alldritt</td>
<td>Rockford University</td>
<td>Eric Fulcomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janessa Garcia</td>
<td>Roosevelt University</td>
<td>Ali Malekzadeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy A. Lesnicki</td>
<td>Saint Xavier University</td>
<td>Laurie M. Joyner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haylie Jimenez</td>
<td>School of the Art Institute of Chicago</td>
<td>Elissa Tenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Meredith McMinn</td>
<td>Southern Illinois University Carbondale</td>
<td>John Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica J. Hammel</td>
<td>Southern Illinois University Edwardsville</td>
<td>Randall Pembrook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shriram Chennakesavalu</td>
<td>The University of Chicago</td>
<td>Robert J. Zimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indira Escalante</td>
<td>Trinity Christian College</td>
<td>Kurt D. Dykstra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Carol Olsen</td>
<td>Trinity International University</td>
<td>Nicholas Perrin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigha Elizabeth Sommer</td>
<td>University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
<td>Michael D. Amiridis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Van</td>
<td>University of Illinois Springfield</td>
<td>Susan J. Koch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elena M. Wilson</td>
<td>University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign</td>
<td>Robert J. Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morayma Barron</td>
<td>University of St. Francis</td>
<td>Arvid C. Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Maria Elena Nesti</td>
<td>VanderCook College of Music</td>
<td>Roseanne Rosenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariah Caitlin Dicksen</td>
<td>Western Illinois University</td>
<td>Martin Abraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Kitchen</td>
<td>Wheaton College</td>
<td>Philip G. Ryken</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Trustees at Large

| Brian Durham                  | Nyle Robinson (Interim)                    |
| Illinois Community College Board | Illinois Board of Higher Education        |
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History of the Academy

The Lincoln Academy was established by proclamation of the Governor of Illinois in 1964, shortly after the New York World’s Fair. During the World’s Fair a reception was given for some of our state’s most celebrated sons and daughters which impressed Governor Otto Kerner and gave birth to a program to recognize distinguished Illinoisans annually through the establishment of the Order of Lincoln. The medallion design is based on that of the French Legion of Honor. The colors represent the State symbols: red for the cardinal; deep purple for the violet; and green for the leaves of the oak tree. The motto, “Palmam Qui Meruit, Ferat” (“Let him who merits bear the palm”) is based on that of Horatio Viscount Nelson.

The first Convocation and Investiture of Laureates was held on Lincoln’s birthday, February 12, 1965 at the Chicago Historical Society and convocations have been held in locations across the state every year since then. During the Bicentennial of Lincoln’s birth in 2009, a special Bicentennial Edition of the Order of Lincoln was established, and thirty distinguished Lincoln scholars, collectors, artists, and curators from around the world were honored.

In 1992, Governor Jim Edgar, President of the Lincoln Academy, initiated the creation of a Hall of Fame of Historic Illinoisans whose achievements and contributions were made prior to the establishment of the Lincoln Academy in 1964. Fifty Hall of Fame Honorees were selected. In 2018, in recognition of the Bicentennial of Illinois, the Academy re-constituted the Hall of Fame and five new Historic Illinoisans were selected by the Academy Trustees in November 2018.

The mission of the Lincoln Academy was expanded in 1975 by the Student Laureate Program, in which an outstanding senior from each of the four-year degree-granting colleges and universities in Illinois and one student representing our state’s community colleges are honored. Thus, the Lincoln Academy honors the Great Citizens of Today and Celebrates the Great Citizens of Tomorrow -- knowing that now, as always, our state and nation need what Vachel Lindsay called ‘Lincoln-hearted’ men and women.

The 21st Century has welcomed a world of change and diversity. The sons and daughters of the Twenty-first State continue to make their imprint on history, and in the main, help to make this a better world for their own and future generations.

We are proud of Illinois and those whose lives and achievements are associated with it. We are privileged to be able to recognize their accomplishments and hope the words of our great namesake expresses their own feelings when they are recognized as Laureates and Student Laureates: “Every man is said to have his peculiar ambition. Whether it be true or not, I can say for one that I have no other so great as that of being truly esteemed of my fellow-men by rendering myself worthy of their esteem.”

So said Abraham Lincoln and so states The Lincoln Academy of Illinois.
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Organization of the Academy

The Lincoln Academy is a nonpartisan organization governed by a Board of Regents and a membership of General Trustees.

Illinois’ Governor is the President of the Academy and the Board of Regents elects a Chancellor who serves as Chief Executive Officer.

The General Trustees are appointed by the Governor or elected by the Academy.

Ten Rectors serve as ex officio trustees and assist in identifying potential nominees for the Order of Lincoln.

The Academic Trustees are the chief executive officers of all four-year colleges and universities in Illinois and three members at large.

At the discretion of the Regents, a former Governor may be elected a Regent for Life, and a former Member Regent, General Trustee, or Rector who has served in office for ten years or more may be elected an Emeritus Member, in recognition of distinguished service to the Academy.

Former Chancellors of the Academy

The Hon. Michael Butler, Chicago (1965-1969)
Robert Bone, Bloomington (1969 - 1971)
Thomas R. Mulroy, Chicago (1975 - 1979)
John Trutter, Chicago (1985 - 2001)
The Hon. John B. Simon, Chicago (2001-2010)
William Bennett (2015 – 2016)
Stephanie Pace Marshall, PhD (2016 – 2019)
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Officers of the Academy
The Honorable J. B. Pritzker, President
Frank M. Clark*, Chancellor
The Hon. Rev. Ron Spears, Vice Chancellor
Ethel Holladay*, Secretary
Courtney Shea*, Treasurer
Julie A. Kellner*, Executive Director
The Honorable J. B. Pritzker*, President
Frank M. Clark*, Chancellor
The Hon. Rev. Ron Spears, Vice Chancellor

Regents for Life
The Honorable Jim Edgar
The Honorable Pat Quinn
The Honorable Bruce Rauner

Regents
Margaret A. Cline
The Rev. Stanley L. Davis, Jr.
Jane Denes*
Dr. George J. Dohrmann*
Andrea O. Hasten*
Robert J. Lenz*
Dennis Lyle*
Lester H. McKeever, Jr.*
Stephanie Pace Marshall, PhD*, Immediate Past Chancellor
Alexandra Ransburg*
Don Tracy*
Eric Trimble*
Dia S. Weil*

General Trustees
Joy Boruff
Arthur ‘Hy’ Bunn*
Maria del Socorro Pesquiera
Marlene Dietz*
Robert A. Easter, PhD
James G. Gidwitz*
Zale Glauberman*
J’Tia Hart, PhD
Dr. Roger Herrin*
Mannie Jackson
Dr. Larry R. Jones*
Melvin L. Katten
Sheila Berner Kennedy
Howard A. Learner*
Dr. Osvaldo Lopez
Alan C. Lowe
Shirley R. Madigan*
Dr. Roger Herrin*
Mannie Jackson
Dr. Larry R. Jones*
Melvin L. Katten
Sheila Berner Kennedy
Howard A. Learner*
Dr. Osvaldo Lopez
Alan C. Lowe
Shirley R. Madigan*
Lucyna Migala
Delmer R. Mitchell
Harold Oakley
Joseph A. Power, Jr.
Jon Pyatt
Darryl W. Rodgers
Shirley W. Ryan
Linda Sichelke, EdD*
Marc S. Schulman

Rectors
Daniel Kelley, Agriculture
James O’Connor, Business,
Industry & Communication
Dr. Samuel Goldman, Education
The Hon. Anne Burke, Government & Law
Jorge Ramirez, Labor
Dr. Helen Morrison Medicine and Science
The Rev. Kenneth Velo, Religion
The Rev. Thomas Behrens, Social Services
Ryne Sandberg, Sports

Emeritus Members
Peter C. Alexander
Stanley Balzekas, Jr.
Judith H. Bartholf
Michael Butler
The Rev. Ruben I. Cruz
Brooks Davis
The Hon. Richard Mills*
William E. Shaw
The Hon. John Simon
Wayne C. Temple
Gayl S. Pyatt
Bruce Wirtz MacArthur

* Sustaining Member
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The Abraham Lincoln Civic Engagement Award

The monetary awards presented to the Student Laureates are made possible through the generous support of Lincoln Academy Members and friends who sponsor this ceremony, the Elizabeth Hubert Malott Educational Endowment Fund*, the Spirit of Lincoln Endowment Fund, and contributions to the Order of Lincoln ceremony held in the spring.

*Support from the Elizabeth Hubert Malott Educational Endowment Fund is in memory of Elizabeth Hubert Malott. ‘Ibby’ Malott was an extraordinary woman who combined keen insight, limitless energy and elegance. Her leadership as a Regent of the Academy greatly influenced and furthered its mission.

TRANSFORMATIONAL MEMBERS
Elizabeth Hubert Malott Educational Endowment Fund

Gifts made by Stephanie Pace Marshall, PhD and gifts made on behalf of Dr. Marshall and designated on behalf of the Lloyd A. Fry Foundation and Tellabs Foundation

FOUNDING MEMBERS
Friends to the Academy
Carol Lavin Bernick
Frank & Dr. Vera Clark
Jim Gidwitz

Ron Gidwitz
Robert Lane
Stephanie Pace Marshall, PhD
Courtney Shea

Harrison Steans
Don & Wanda Tracy
Dia & Edward Weil

SUSTAINING MEMBERS
Norman Bobins

Doris K. Christopher

Henry Crown Co.

LEADERSHIP MEMBERS
John Cuneo

The Hon. James Holderman
Lester & Nancy McKeever

CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS
The Hon. Anne & Ald. Ed Burke
Nancy Brinker Goodman
Bob Lenz

Andrew J. McKenna
Alexandra ‘Zan’ Ransburg
The Hon. Ron Spears

Eric & Barbara Trimble

ADDITIONAL FRIENDS
Jane Denes & John Blythe
Marlene & Pres. Larry Dietz
Dr. Roland Folse
Andrea Hasten

Ethel & Richard ‘Doc’ Holladay
Dan & Pam Kelley
The Hon. Richard & Rachel Mills
(s in memory of Tom Johnson)

Saul & Dr. Anne Morse
Kent Noble
Harold ‘Hal’ Oakley
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Thank you to these donors whose financial support helped make today’s ceremonies possible.

Chancellors Circle
Stephanie Pace Marshall, PhD

A friend
Andrea ‘Andy’ Hasten

Pioneer Circle
Dr. Roger & Cathy Herrin
Carla Knorowski

Courtney Shea
Don & Wanda Tracy

Leadership Circle
Dr. Larry & Janet Jones
Alexandra ‘Zan’ Ransburg

The Hon. Anne Burke
Ethel & ‘Doc’ Holladay

Abraham Lincoln Association
Bill Barris
Royce Berry
Justin Blandford
Jennifer Caldwell
Margo Carlen
Sarah Croft

Sue Ganey
Troy Gilmore
Grab-A-Java / Bill Legge
Travis Hogan
Loren Iglarsh
MJ Kellner Food Service
Steve Kesegi

Fritz Klein
Maureen Rodenburg
Sheila Ryan
Nicky Stratton
Phyllis Steinhour
Stephanie Thomas

Abraham Lincoln and the Gettysburg Address

President Abraham Lincoln gave his historical Gettysburg address on November 19, 1863, to dedicate a national cemetery on the battlefield in Pennsylvania. The Battle of Gettysburg, fought over three days, saw a total of over 51,000 Confederate and Union troops killed, captured, wounded, or missing in action.

In a four-year span of time (1861-1865), the American Civil War left a mind-numbing 700,000 plus dead soldiers. In comparison, WWII lost 420,000 American soldiers.
Student Laureates are selected by their respective colleges and universities. They are graduating seniors who exhibit exceptional attributes in leadership with a desire to make a difference in the world through civic engagement. Student Laureates are selected based on overall excellence in curricular and extracurricular activities.

These young leaders represent a magnificent diversity that makes Illinois the ‘jewel of the heartland’.

The Class of 2019 Student Laureates put into their own words the essence of how Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy will be a guide in directing a civic-minded life of service and commitment to a greater good.

Augustana College – Nadia Ayensah

We ask the Student Laureates to put into their own words the essence of how Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy will be a guide in directing a civic-minded life of service and commitment to a greater good.

From the little I have heard of Abraham Lincoln, there has been nothing but praise for his selflessness and willingness to go to extreme lengths to ensure that his commitment to service is fulfilled to the T. I believe that Lincoln’s leadership legacy should not only serve as an example of the life leaders need to emulate, but rather, must also be taken as a guide on how each and every one of us should serve the needs of our fellow humans. By virtue of being in the society that we are in, Lincoln’s legacy teaches us how to be one another’s keeper; he teaches us that come what may, serving one another’s needs is that which can keep our society alive. Lincoln taught us about an individual’s power in change—it does not need a multitude to be affected. I have a role to play in keeping our society alive, and so do you. With this reflection then, I leave you with words of my own: I charge you to be one another’s keeper regardless of race, citizenship, socioeconomic standing, gender, and age among others, and do not let anything suppress the passion to do so. I have personally undertaken this charge through my advocacy and my decision to branch into the legal field. It is now your turn: how are you going to undertake your charge?
Aurora University – Khadeil Ergas

Lincoln’s leadership legacy provides lessons that can be applied across the leadership spectrum, whether it be in service to a local community or worldwide. Lincoln led a civic-minded life based on the standard that his decisions would not be centered on what he wanted or needed but rather what those around him wanted or needed. Through Lincoln, we’ve also learned that wanting the best for our communities includes wanting the best for people whose beliefs may differ from our own. With this mindset, Lincoln established himself as a leader who would do for those in need with nothing expected in return.

Not everyone is equipped to be the sort of leader that Lincoln embodied, as it requires a great deal of gratitude and determination, along with a mindset dedicated to the needs of others. I believe that community and service grow from within a person and can depict the type of person they are or are striving to become. Throughout my life, I’ve always believed in being an activist in the community by doing selfless acts, not only because it helped me grow personally but also because I was able to experience the growth of others around me.

As the 2019 Lincoln Laureate of Aurora University, I will strive to follow Lincoln’s example by serving my community by putting their needs before my own. I will value the opinions, beliefs and experiences of others, particularly those that differ from mine, just as I value my own. As a leader, I strive to be a role model that individuals can look up to and follow in my footsteps to improve the community.

Benedictine University – Rebecca Weber

When I began to think about Abraham Lincoln’s leadership style, I was immediately reminded of my high school United States history teacher, Mr. Daniel Uniek, who had a knack for presenting the humans of history with utmost passion and fervor. Mr. Uniek described Lincoln as an empathetic man who dedicated his platform as president to communicating the values of unity and activism.

I feel that the leadership roles I fulfill at Benedictine University help to encourage both community and engagement by taking an active role in caring for the planet. At Benedictine, I work to encourage others to be stewards of our campus as the president of the student environmental group, and I work to demonstrate the utility of our campus wildlife as a student researcher studying the population dynamics of the freshwater turtles in our on-campus lake. The issue of environmental degradation impacts the entirety of humankind regardless of who you are or where you come from, and for this reason, I feel that my pursuance of a career in ecology will help me to not only to further scientific knowledge but also to emphasize commonalities amongst people to foster empathy and the greater good as Lincoln did, because, if, for example, we can all appreciate the majesty of a blue jay or the breathtaking wonder of the Grand Canyon, perhaps we are all not that different after all.

Bradley University – Rhome Apton

Abraham Lincoln was somebody who had a vision and even though it was not widely accepted, he still followed his vision because he knew it was the right thing to do. He freed the slaves. This was controversial and an entire nation split in half because of it. That didn’t deter him though because he knew what he was doing was right and fair. That tenacity is what makes good leaders great.

In this day and age, we all have our own idea of what a greater good really is. People older and younger than us might not agree with us and that’s okay. It takes resilience to be a great leader. As long as you know who you are, how you’re bettering the world, and who your people are, you’re in a really good spot to change the world. Just know that those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind.
Bradley University - Rhome Apton, cont.

It’s important to not forget the people in our lives who helped build us bridges to get us where we are today. Working to better the community is not about feeling good or warm fuzzies, it’s about building someone else a bridge who may not have the means to do so themselves. It’s not about thank you’s, it’s about positive change.

Thank you for your time and for this award, I really do appreciate all of this. I wish you the best!

Chicago State University - Ali Kleiche

For four years, The United States lived under the leadership of President Abraham Lincoln. Even though his term was short, he had enough achievements that will remain attached to his name in the history books.

He was one of the toughest opponents of the US-Mexican war, calling it an "aggression against another country." This stance caused his popularity to decline, especially after America’s massive victory over Mexico and its annexation of vast territories. Lincoln was also a staunch opponent of slavery, his fame was made public through the enthusiastic speeches against what he called the "power of slavery", denouncing the power of the country's slave class and threatening national unity.

Inspired by the legacy of Lincoln as a leader and unifier, I decided to get more involved with the Southside community where I reside. I work with many students from poor families and frankly many of them are not motivated about their education because of a lack of role models in their communities. This achievement and satisfaction reminded me of Lincoln as a great leader. I learned that the experiences of those young underprivileged Chicagoman kids aren’t that much different from that of those who believed in Lincoln and stood behind him to support his efforts to unify the country and direct a civic-minded life of service and commitment to the greater good.

I believe that Lincoln’s legacy played an important role in shaping my personality Developing leadership skills and dedicating your life for service to others is crucial for anybody who seeks to create change in their communities.

Columbia College Chicago - Kierah King

The essence of Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy will not only be a guide but also a reminder of why having a commitment not only to service, but to the greater good is so important and valuable in the work that I do, not only to better myself but humanity as well. I think back to a particular quote by Lincoln where he states, “And in the end it is not the years in your life that count, it’s the life in your years.” and I am reminded of the possibilities and opportunities life has to offer when we allow ourselves to live fully.

To remember there is hope and power in the collective communities that we serve and that our diversity and differences make us unique and powerful.

I am proud and honored to be a young leader to guide the next generation on their path to success with the help of the recognition of becoming a Student Laureate.

Concordia University Chicago – Abigail Deddens

The Lincoln Academy recognizes the service and successes of individuals in Illinois that impact their communities, this state, and reach around the world. Lincoln Laureates are examples of excellence and accomplishment, and more importantly, achievement for the good of others. Reading the legacies of Lincoln Laureates is overwhelming – their accomplishments in areas including civic service, education, athletics, music, medicine, and philanthropic work are simply awe-inspiring. When I
was selected as the Student Laureate for Concordia, I was humbled to be chosen for this honor, and after learning more about Lincoln Laureates of the past, I felt even more undeserving of this recognition. I am inspired by how Lincoln Laureate achievements have positively impacted their communities, and how they have used their individual gifts and talents to touch the lives of those around them. They demonstrate how pursuing excellence in the area of one’s talents and interests can impact millions. They use their individual gifts to step into leadership. Their examples embolden me to put aside uncertainty and serve wherever my service is needed. The legacy of these leaders and the Lincoln Academy will remind me of how much good one individual can do and always encourage me to consider how my actions will affect my community and how I can therefore strive for excellence to give back to those around me.

DePaul University – Michaela Milligan

I have focused on three key areas of personal development: community service, leadership, and academic excellence.

In the classroom, I have completed several self-directed independent study courses. I further conducted an independent research project while studying at Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou. This research, along with an original essay on linguistics, written in Mandarin, will be published in the 2019 issue of Students Creating Knowledge.

I’ve been named to the Dean’s list every term at DePaul, and I’ve received the Dean’s Award for Scholastic Excellence the past two years. This year, I’m working with the Smithsonian Institution researching intentional destruction of cultural heritage, for which DePaul has awarded me a Community and Project-Based Learning Internship Scholarship.

I am the Executive Director & co-founder of the Language Access Coalition; Chair for Constitutional Reform, Anthropological Student Organization; Member of the Academic Integrity Board; Volunteer for Translator and Interpreter Corps; Member of Lambda Alpha Honors Society; and active member of the Chinese Studies Association.

I have attended two competitive symposiums on U.S.-China relations: Princeton U.S. China Coalition Global Governance Forum, and the Forum for American/Chinese Exchange at Stanford. I have served for three years as a member of the Alumnae Board for the Columbus School for Girls. I serve as a translator and interpreter for the federal government through the National Language Service Corps. After hurricanes Irma and Maria devastated my partner’s home in the US Virgin Islands, I spent two months working on sustainable recovery efforts. In Chinatown, I have worked as a translator and tour guide for the Chicago Chinese Cultural Institute and a docent/collections apprentice at the Chinese American Museum of Chicago.

Dominican University - Maya Banks

Lincoln’s ability to motivate others is a part of his leadership legacy that guides me towards a life of service. When I start my non-profit, I want to motivate people to learn more about financial literacy, not just do it because they think they need to. I want to motivate underserved communities to recognize that they have value and with the proper resources and support, they have the ability to be successful in the world around them. Being a leader that motivates others is one of the strongest qualities a leader can have and I want to take this same quality that Lincoln exhibited and use it to make the world around us fairer.
East-West University - Stephany C. Starks

Making the choice to attend East West University was, by far, the best decision I’ve made. This utopia serves as a safe haven, which allows me to discover and develop my skills and abilities while simultaneously encouraging me to pursue excellence in every aspect of my life.

From being homeless, to witnessing my mother lose everything in a fire, I often found myself overwhelmed by chaos and uncertainty. It was during these unfortunate times that I would turn to East West University as my sanctuary. From professors to counselors, I could always seek wise advice and guidance from anyone at the university. As I reflect on my college experience, I become overwhelmed with a variety of emotions. Although I am slightly embarrassed that it took me five years to get to where I am today, this daunting feeling is immediately overshadowed by the excitement and glee that I incur, while pondering upon the endless opportunities available to me by obtaining a degree. I’ve decided to dedicate my life to teaching. I want to teach, motivate and inspire others, the same way I was taught, inspired and motivated to change my life, by the staff at East West University. Receiving this award from the Lincoln Leadership Academy is an honor and I am extremely grateful for this opportunity. Not only has this moment has encouraged me even more, to pursue a career as a teacher, it will also serve as a constant reminder that through hard work and dedication, anything is possible. I can finally say that I am optimistic about embarking on the journey that lies ahead of me.

Eastern Illinois University - Lindy Dokken

As I soon venture more deeply into the field of Psychology, specifically Counseling Psychology, my field of interest will be growing much narrower. In this narrow field of interest, I already know that no matter what area of psychology I develop a liking for, my heart will always be connected to the homeless. Since a very young age I have been incredibly passionate about serving the homeless, understanding their lifestyle, and wanting to help them in any way that I can. Although this may not directly correlate with what I will study in Psychology, I believe it teaches me a broader life lesson than a textbook definition of “service” ever could.” By devoting my free time to serve at local homeless shelters, continually praying for those in need of food, shelter, and clothing, and being a consistent support system for them, I will be encouraging a civic-minded lifestyle for others and myself. It can seem inconvenient to love those who have less than the average person, but every one of us deserves to have someone cheering us on in the sidelines. I want to be that motivator and support system for a group of people that are often overlooked in our society. As a future Psychologist, my goal is to understand root causes and variances, and go beyond helping people merely get through life, but with intentionality, create pathways in which they too, can live their best life. However, as Lindy Dokken, a 21-year-old at Eastern Illinois University, this is my present purpose in life, too.

Elmhurst College - Emily M. Marquez

From an early age, the legacy of President Abraham Lincoln has steered my educational pursuits. At first admiring his passion for education, I knew that pursuing a degree was important to me in my growth. As time has passed, however, I have begun to understand the impact of learning outside the classroom. My undergraduate experience has sparked my interest in service and civic engagement, and Lincoln’s legacy continues to inspire my passion.

Aware of his efforts to understand his role in a greater system, I have sought opportunities to expand my understanding of the injustices in U.S. society and my place in the conversation. Through my roles in multicultural student groups and Alpha Phi Omega, an international service fraternity, I have realized my interest in serving systemically oppressed communities.
Lincoln demonstrated the importance of perspective in problem solving; he brought what he knew to the table, then sought guidance in areas he was less familiar with. As I prepare for life after undergrad, I plan to pursue a career in student affairs, guided by this principle. As a woman of color, I am aware of my own experience and ways I can utilize my existing knowledge to support underserved communities. However, I also know that my perspective only goes so far. In working with college students, my hope is to provide spaces where students can broaden their perspectives and find ways to use this knowledge to enact social change.

Abraham Lincoln’s legacy continues to be a driving force in efforts of social change. My intention is to continue serving and engaging with my community to develop a more equitable society.

Eureka College – Paige Dobbyn

As I prepare to graduate from Eureka College and begin my career, I will look to the leadership legacy of President Abraham Lincoln as a guiding framework to lead a civic-minded life with a commitment to serving a greater good. During his presidency, Lincoln was courageous, thoughtful, and dedicated to preserving the Union; and, thus dedicated to preserving the principals that the United States was founded upon—democracy, liberty, and equality. As I go forward in life, I will strive to be a leader that is courageous when going up against those who dispel hatred, ignorance, and intolerance; thoughtful of the voices I lead when making decisions; and dedicated to fighting for those who face inequality and upholding the values of our great nation.

Governor’s State University - Amanda Spayer

Abraham Lincoln, better known by many as Honest Abe, was the sixteenth president of the United States of America.

He entered his presidency at a very tumultuous time. It was the beginning of this country’s civil war. He led the north thru this heart wrenching war against slavery. As President he issued the Emancipation Proclamation, which in principle abolished slavery. It was signed in January of 1863.

President Abraham Lincoln did so much for our country in a very short time. He fought for the freedom of all mankind. He fought for all to be able to live good lives. He was known for his honesty and dedication to this country and the people who reside in it.

We have so much to learn from what this president taught us. His words were from his heart and his actions showed the strength of a great leader. He showed compassion for those who had suffered at the hands of others. Lincoln’s leadership legacy will be a guide on what it takes to be a great leader. A great leader will hold themselves accountable for their actions and will not just brush them off on someone else. In addition, a great leader will also inspire others into doing great things. Abraham Lincoln had many attributes that made him a great leader, but I think the biggest feature that will be an excellent guide to other great leaders is the commitment and passion Abraham Lincoln showed our great nation.

If only we could keep in mind his beliefs of equality, compassion, and honesty. Our world would be a much better place to live.
Greenville University - Josiah Mohr  
Lincoln's leadership legacy is an amazing representation of having the courage to make difficult choices. Just as in Lincoln's time, leading in today's dichotomizing American society is much more nuanced than would like to admit. The lessons that the leaders of today can apply from Lincoln's legacy are ones of grace, patience, integrity, perseverance, and an ability to listen in order to better understand, even in the face of great danger. When taken to heart and enacted with our hands, these lessons allow us to respect the humanity and dignity of all people in our world, just as Lincoln so admirably made possible for many enslaved and oppressed people of color.

Illinois College - Charlotte Crofton  
Lincoln's leadership legacy was built upon the principle that all people have a voice and that all people matter. Lincoln welcomed all opinions, even those that would contradict his own. This belief creates a vision of who we should all strive to be. All people, no matter their beliefs, orientation, ideology, or values, have a right to be heard. This principle will inspire me to search for those who may be disadvantaged and to look for ways to always provide aid. Through my future work within organizations and communities, Lincoln's legacy will continue to remind me that there will always be someone who will need help. Our lives are never just about ourselves, but about the care we owe to everyone we meet.

Illinois Institute of Technology – Ayesha Anees  
The Lincoln Laureate Legacy emphasizes the importance of community service for the betterment of society. As an honored recipient of the Lincoln Laurent Award I will use the values of this award to guide my life. Holding the legacy of this award with me, I hope to inspire others to build strong relationships and get involved in their communities. I also hope to continue to volunteer with my community and give back to organizations that helped me grow. As I continue on my path, I plan to dedicate my time and use my STEM background to inspire young students. As a strong believer for educational equality I want to volunteer with nonprofit organizations that focus on bringing educational programs to underprivileged areas. As a student leader in my university I want to continue to serve my community and the organizations I am committed too. I thank the Lincoln Academy of Illinois and Illinois Institute of Technology for giving me this honor and I hope to continue on this path of community service.

Illinois State University – Radiance Campbell  
My favorite thing about Abraham Lincoln is that he was self-taught. He wasn’t like other presidents; he wasn’t a general or a governor, and therefore he didn’t have a clear path to his role. But, still, no one questioned his leadership. I relate to the intrinsic motivation, the incomparable drive and determination, that made him right for the job. It’s these same forces that compel me, and I cannot wait to harness them into something productive and world-changing like Lincoln did. Always reading and always pushing himself to grow in breadth and depth of understanding of the world around him, Lincoln believed in the same culture of learning that I have experienced at Illinois State University, the same culture of learning I plan to take with me to graduate school and then on to my career. Like Lincoln, I will be honest about my strengths and weaknesses, surround myself with people who challenge me, and I won’t be afraid to get my hands dirty to get the work done and done the right way.
Illinois State University – Radiance Campbell, cont.

The next step for me is law school, where I will be pursuing my J.D. for the exact purpose of a life of service and commitment to a greater good. Like Lincoln walked with a book under his arm, I plan to walk with my degrees in my hands as the tools by which to make a difference. I am beyond grateful for this award as both a moment to pause and reflect on my life and my work and as a chance to renew my commitment to the quality of leadership that Lincoln modeled.

Illinois Wesleyan University - Kayley Rettberg

Abraham Lincoln’s leadership was characterized by a dedication to public service and justice. As I prepare to begin my legal education and career, I hope to embody both of those values. Lawyers hold a great responsibility to facilitate justice and fairness in our courts. In my own legal career, I hope to use my position to lift up the voices of individuals who may otherwise be left behind. I hope to shape my career to serve the public good by emphasizing pro bono work and addressing the structural deficits in the US legal system. Namely, the lack of civil representation to low-income individuals. I believe that lawyers, judges, and anyone involved in the justice system have a responsibility to work towards making it more accessible to people that it has traditionally left behind. This will require working towards creative solutions involving expansions of legal aid and incentivizing pro bono work. By shaping my career in this way, I will be able to exemplify Lincoln's bravery in the face of change, dedication to justice, and commitment to the social good.

Judson University - Anali Cisneros

It is with deep gratitude and honor that I thank the Lincoln Academy of Illinois and any individuals whose contributions have made this recognition possible. Receiving this award will reinforce a value that has always been near and dear to my heart. The importance for being a compassionate individual and treating people with the utmost respect and kindness should transcend age, ethnicities and social position, and I will continue to apply this belief to all aspects of my life. Despite being a five-time NAIA National Champion, I realize that at the end of the day, no one will remember the times, nor the titles but they will remember the kind of person you were and how you treated them. Thus, as I go on to the 2020 Olympic trials next year and pursue my Olympic dream, I will continue to treat my competitors fairly and with encouragement because in the end we’re all on the same team. My love for forming connections with people extends beyond the track, as I have also been an avid volunteer in my community. Whether it is by helping low-income families find clothes, patients in the ER feel more comfortable, or high school orphan girls find a prom dress, I want to be known as someone who was kind and supportive to people. Within my biochemistry major I have also had the pleasure to collaborate and practice this character through research projects. As I strive to become a Medical doctor, I will continue to hold these high morals, and will be fully committed to taking care of people.

Knox College – Sarah Henderson

On February 27, 1860, Abraham Lincoln ended his address to fellow Republicans at the Cooper Union with the following words: "Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith, let us, to the end, dare to do our duty as we understand it.” In 2020, we will be leaving college for a world where it still too often, might makes right. I myself was born with privileges and a certain amount of might, always gained at the expense of others. After studying at Knox and being forced to face my own privileges, it became imperative to me that I use my might to fight for the faith that right makes might. I intend to find a career that works to tip the balance of power towards equality. I intend to always think on how my actions and choices affect others in my community. Regardless of where I may live, where I may work, or what because I might fight for, I intend to follow Lincoln’s leadership legacy in all that I do.
**Lake Forest College - Kotch Mmopi**

“Lincoln’s leadership legacy resonates with me due to its emphasis on the betterment of humanity. I was exposed to community service from an early age in the form of after school programs and other service-based initiatives. However, it was not until my latter stages of high school that I truly understood the value of community service. It was through this perspective and exposure that I concluded that the only way forward is for people from different backgrounds to come together and learn from one another. Only then, can we truly work collaboratively and build our future together.

It is popular knowledge that education is a tool for success. However, what people often forget is that this education is not solely that which is taught in the classroom, but also the education that occurs in everyday life outside the traditional school system. My commitment is to nurture interactions between one another that we wouldn’t have otherwise had, thus, allowing us to achieve a better understanding and acceptance of one another.”

**Lewis University - Katcryn Majchrowicz-Wolny**

True leadership evolves from a conviction that there is a need in one's community that one is able to address. Leadership opportunities await us every day but it would be a mistake to take them solely for the glimmer of the titles or honors that inflate a false sense of prestige. At least this is not how I understand the leadership that I would engage in. To respond to the needs of the community in a way that unites and empowers people is to me the essence of good leadership and Abraham Lincoln stands as an exemplary leader in this respect. In my community service, I will be guided by leaders like him, who see their role as stewards of the community, collaborators, and enthusiasts. Like Lincoln, I believe that an idea or an initiative that benefits the community must be backed up by both passion and teamwork. A great vision is a response to a great need-Lincoln saw the plight of the people and persisted despite opposition. In my attempt, I hope I can follow his approach of pursuing clear goals that promote unity and equality. To nurture, to gather, and to create positive change in the community is a responsibility of every citizen and I hope to live up to it.

**Lincoln Christian University - Jonah Steele**

Abraham Lincoln's 1861 inaugural address reflects a national situation not wholly unlike our own: one of a rapidly changing population of anxious, busy, and tired citizens in search of a way forward from widespread disunity. The new President's cautious encouragement that "nothing valuable can be lost by taking time" serves as a poignant and convicting reminder that the pace of the social change we seek (at any level) is not directly contingent on the pace of our work-rather, there is immense value in waiting, listening, and thinking. As we strive to realize stability; as we endeavor to educate and inform; as we seek to serve and assist, we must always be conscious that "no good object can be frustrated by [taking time]." Indeed, there are moments where a quick response is necessary and good, but in the grand sweep of the social progress that we seek-through all the paths that we seek it-we should remind ourselves that we are all finite, limited, and bound by our own horizons of understanding. President Lincoln's admonishment for and continual practice of taking pause to reflect can only help us as we work to transform our communities for the better.
**Lincoln College - Alex Beck**

During my time with Lincoln College, I have learned a great deal both inside and outside of the classroom. The perseverance and responsibility that have brought me this far will serve me for the rest of my life. I have learned how to work alongside others, lead group projects, and achieve the goals I have set for myself. The continual development that the staff and faculty have facilitated have helped me to grow beyond what I could have asked for. Lincoln College is an institute that I have been happy to call a second home for the past two years. The learning never stops, and I am happy to have come away with such a strong base to plant myself while continuing my growth.

**Loyola University Chicago - Adrian De La Cruz**

“The probability that we may fail in the struggle ought not to deter us from the support of a cause we believe to be just. It shall not deter me.” Abraham Lincoln, March 6, 1840 (Selby, 1900)

Lincoln, in his speech at the Second Presbyterian Church in Springfield, Illinois, hit upon the one great scourge of our modern times; defeatism. How often do we hear the statement of the citizen, ‘my single vote will not count so I will not vote?’ Or, ‘I will not speak out so I won’t be shouted down.’ Or, ‘I cannot make a difference for I am only one person.’

In a single sentence, Lincoln obliterates these doubts and says, others may think this way and will be swayed to inactivity, but he will not. From our standpoint in history, we see in his public career that he rose to the rallying cry of his own words. He faced each monumental injustice with a determination that, to this day, inspires us to admiration and astonishment even when it seemed that defeat was only a moment away.

As my future unfolds post-graduation I also aspire to this level of determination. My passion has been to serve the homeless community of Illinois and to inspire other men to action for their causes. These passions are ones that I know could be lifelong commitments and the full success in either will likely never be realized. Yet, I see them as just and worthwhile causes. Lincoln bolsters my commitment to his call to all of us. Full success may elude my efforts, but it shall not deter me.


**MacMurray College - Georgia Suau**

I have always loved serving my community. I remember helping my mother in the classroom and in church at the age of five. Today, I am as active as I can be on MacMurray College’s campus and Jacksonville, IL. The community I serve, Lincoln’s leadership legacy, and God have all taught me to show kindness. A simple act of kindness can remind someone how much they are valued. This feeling of value feeds back into the community and creates a cycle. If you show love and kindness to others, you will receive so much more in return. In the future, I hope to take this simple idea with me to every community I encounter.

**McKendree University - Emily Murray Berry**

No matter the challenge, doing my best and learning from that experience is my definition of success. Living almost my entire life in Illinois and attending McKendree University has allowed me to cultivate big dreams. College challenged me and encouraged me to travel to Guatemala, Cuba, and Japan and complete a semester study abroad in Spain. These opportunities allowed me to learn more about the world and myself. Exploring unfamiliar places increased my drive to continue my education and give back to the world. I plan to continue learning after graduation and am currently applying for a Fulbright to be an English teaching assistant in Mexico. The Fulbright is my dream, but I am also considering the Peace Corps or an education program in Spain.
In the future, I want to utilize my experiences and education to help children. Studying Spanish and psychology has given me the valuable skills to enhance the lives of those around me and to spread the importance of understanding each other. My goal is to create a chain reaction of positivity and kindness and to forge stronger connections that can spread this outlook to social and personal change to other parts of the globe. Wherever my path takes me, I will continue to keep doing my best.

Millikin University – Mikayla Krieger

Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy is not only about the words he spoke, but about how he took those words and put them into action. His actions are what showed others that he was committed to a life of service and the overall greater good of humanity. The ability to lead by example and put words into actions—what leadership means to me. Throughout my life, I have had several leadership experiences, especially during my time at Millikin. I have come to find that others are much more likely to see you as a leader if you lead alongside them, not in front of them, and if you support the ideas you are conveying through actions. Knowing this and seeing how Lincoln encouraged his supporters through words and actions combined, I now have a better understanding of how to live a life of service and commitment. Millikin’s emphasis on Performance Learning has certainly prepared me for a life of civic-minded leadership. From our very first year on campus, we are given the opportunity to take what we are learning in our classes and give back to the community through our passions. No matter what you are leading, you have to find your passion and be able to answer two questions. Why are you doing this? Who are you helping? If either of those answers are for personal gain only, you are leading for the wrong reasons. Purpose and passion fuels action. The combination of my experiences at Millikin, along with being awarded this honor, will always remind me to lead by example and with the purpose of bringing good to others.

Monmouth College - Hadley Smithhisler

As a student intending to study law after graduation, I view Abraham Lincoln as an inspiring example of how lawyers and politicians can use their influence to make positive—if difficult and complicated—change. Lincoln was intensely curious and approached complex issues with a scholarly, collaborative perspective. His decisions took time and required careful consideration of all perspectives. He no doubt knew his strength in persuasion and storytelling, but he was open to being led by those who knew better and openly admitted when he was wrong. He was uniquely accessible to his constituents, his partners, his staff, and his troops. He largely derived his success from listening to others. He allowed space for learning, discussion, and slowness in a time of violent conflict. This genuine intellectual curiosity, patience, and humility are qualities we seem to see less frequently in public figures today, yet these rare qualities were some of Lincoln’s most effective traits. Lincoln’s decisions were controversial, imperfect, and messy, especially when it comes to slavery. Though his career was spotted by failure, it ultimately characterized by resilience. His legacy of resilience in the face of division and relentless pursuit of unity is particularly crucial in our current divisive political culture. As I pursue my law degree after graduation from Monmouth College and eventually a career in public service, I will use Lincoln’s openness, humility, patience, and curiosity as a guide for understanding those I serve and the complex, multifaceted social issues I tackle. His leadership legacy will function a reminder for me to remain humble especially when I enter elite spaces and rigorously seek out opportunities for learning and understanding.
National Louis University - Nathan Kenyon

I find incredible inspiration in Lincoln’s legacy of leadership in three principle areas: unity, moral integrity, and determined grit. It is a great distinction that our Student Laureates will be recognized in the very same room where in 1858 Abraham Lincoln gave one of his finest speeches, highlighting these key values. “A house divided against itself cannot stand… it will become all one thing, or all the other.” Throughout the speech he pleaded for unity in the face of the immorality that was slavery, and although such unity and purpose would require courage, it would also produce strength, and with the moral purpose of abolishing the institution of slavery being beyond the shadow of doubt Lincoln could not be discouraged from his path, for the alternative was unacceptable. He ends the speech by saying “The result is not doubtful. We shall not fail; if we stand firm, we shall not fail. Wise councils may accelerate or mistakes delay it, but, sooner or later the victory is sure to come.”

Lincoln would ultimately be defeated in his Senate bid, but would be elected to the Presidency only two years later, and through the Emancipation Proclamation and ensuring the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment, would see his mission through. This to me is the inspiration to continue to stand for what is good and right, even in the face of opposition or failure, to work with others, to bring people together “with malice toward none, with charity for all”, and to serve the community with dignity and honest purpose.

North Central College - Noah Cordoba

One hundred and fifty-four years after his death, Lincoln’s legacy lives on. Being the 16th in his position, Lincoln was the first of his kind. His dedication to the greatness and equality of all positioned him as a timeless leader in the eyes of Americans and his tireless work as a civil servant cementing his place in history as a leadership inspiration to all. Through conscious thought, compassion for others, and a will for change, Lincoln’s legacy holds true to Americans just like me.

Though modern in practice, my guidance from Lincoln’s path takes shape in my intent to stand firm as an advocate for our environment and those whose livelihood depends on it. Our moment in history is like none other. Our future as a people is threatened by our own mistakes, requiring the most compassionate and intentional actions to provide a remedy. Like many of the issues Lincoln pioneered change to resolve, our current climate crisis requires a dedication to the unique needs and circumstances of people from all walks of life. It requires a commitment to the greater good of all things, an ideal held close to Lincoln’s heart and exemplified in his work time and time again.

Whether it be his pragmatic vision, genuine and authentic connection towards his contemporaries, or his devotion towards his role in American history, Lincoln’s many qualities model a leadership style I hope to take into my life. In doing so, I hope to act not in order to make a name for myself but make a difference for others.

North Park University - Lydia Vander Stelt

I would argue that part of using someone’s legacy as a guide to one’s own life means sitting in the tension of both the good and the bad dimensions of that legacy. Lincoln is praised for signing the Emancipation Proclamation, but many turn a blind eye to the damaging policies and ideologies that Lincoln implemented that gravely affected indigenous people. In regards to Lincoln’s leadership legacy it is essential to understand that while he did truly transformational work in some aspects, we ought to approach a civic-minded life by breaking down systems of oppression and violence that affect all people.

In his Gettysburg Address, Lincoln talked about the call for “us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining before us.” Today, the task before us seems insurmountable. Misunderstanding and
disagreement rooted in white supremacy has and continues to manifest into disproportionate and violent engagement with people of color, including black and indigenous people.

As an individual who benefits from many of the systems and structures that this country was founded on, it is easy for me to choose how or to what capacity I engage. That itself is a tension that I have run away from, but I am continually realizing how turning a blind eye from other realities becomes more damaging than beneficial. A civic-minded life of service and commitment to a greater good is a life dedicated sitting in the tension between lived experiences, systemic injustice, and accountability to the voices of communities who are oppressed or discounted; for it is in that tension that we truly listen and learn, and together undertake the great task before us.

President Abraham’s Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy was one in which all people were treated equally, no matter their sociocultural background, economic status, formal education level, or religious preference. He was committed to using his influence to help others in need. To quote Lincoln, “I am not concerned that you have fallen -- I am concerned that you arise.” Lincoln’s empathy and emotional intelligence towards his fellow man, woman, and child will continue to be a guiding light for all in directing a civic-minded life of service and commitment to a greater good for years to come. Through my experiences at Northeastern Illinois University (NEIU) my leadership skills have grown and I have become a positive role model to my classmates. My work at NEIU has taught me that communication is essential in order to lend an empathetic ear to meet the needs of my peers and community. I feel that my civic-minded contributions at NEIU follow in the footsteps of Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy and will continue to be a positive motivation throughout my career in education.

“’I am a slow walker, but I never walk backwards,’” this quote attributed to Abraham Lincoln encapsulates the President’s legacy of inexorably marching toward progress in the face of the most daunting challenges. As I approach a life of public service, it is that same sense of moral determination that I hope to embody. During his tenure, Lincoln built well-reasoned coalitions, grounded in our country’s founding principles, to maintain the integrity of a union beset on itself.

Coalition-building has defined much of my involvement at Northern Illinois University. Whether serving in student government or as student trustee on a nonprofit board, I have sought to build consensus and move forward on behalf of the stakeholders I represent. In our current political climate, I believe that the only way to affect positive change is to strive for consensus with those we may share the most irreconcilable differences. In this vein, Lincoln’s commitment to inviting his former adversaries back to foster equality and social progress in the union that they deserted, is the most aspirational form of reaching consensus. This is not to say that the journey is easy, but that by seeking mutual understanding, granting forgiveness, and building new relationships, progress is attainable.

Moving into working on public policy, I will enact the lessons learned at Northern and the legacy of Lincoln’s stalwart leadership to foster equality in access to education for my peers and those that follow me.
Northwestern University - Lilian Guo

Abraham Lincoln’s issuing of the famed Emancipation Proclamation is remembered as one of the most important moments in US history, as it freed slaves all over the country. We look back on this time in history as a moment of justice for the generations of people who had long suffered from chattel slavery. Though Lincoln’s proclamation certainly is an event from US history that inspires me deeply, I also remain critical, and I recognize that injustice still exists everywhere today. In the particular moment of history that we are in right now, the Supreme Court is deciding whether it is legal to fire someone for their sexual orientation or gender identity; teachers in Chicago are on strike because of unfair conditions in underfunded neighborhood schools; immigrants are still being held in detention centers all over the country. Every one of these issues are complex and there are no simple solutions to any of them. But to me, I think back to the legacy of Lincoln’s work, and remember that through his actions, he took the necessary first few steps of righting some of the wrongs from history, setting in motion the beginning of a much longer and ongoing journey to build justice and equity in our country. I feel more urgently now than ever the need to maintain a commitment to civic engagement, as that is one of the realms of civil society through which my communities and I hold power to make change. I can only hope that the work I do builds upon the pathway to justice that Lincoln began to set forth.

Olivet Nazarene University - Jonathan Gonzalez

As the 16th President of our Nation, Abraham Lincoln confronted a lot of challenge. Most notably, he was President at a time at which our nation still practiced slavery. While the Abolitionist movement was building, slavery was thought to be sanctioned by the laws of our nation. As the leader of our nation, Lincoln was in an incredibly challenging position in regard to speaking out against slavery. And yet, he did it. Lincoln recognized the cost of speaking against what was widely accepted but was morally incorrect. His commitment to listening to those who did not have the loudest voices and to stand up for what is right is incredibly admirable and a great example for us to follow. We now know that Lincoln’s efforts were in the name of the greater good of humanity although it may not have seemed so at the time. This challenges us as leaders to lead and do what is right no matter the opposition that may stand against us. If we take the time to consider the smallest voices and to continue amidst opposition and challenge when fighting for what is right, just as Lincoln did, it will be to the benefit of the greater good.

Principia College – Sophia Hathaway

Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy propelled Lincoln to being one of our nation’s greatest leaders due to his character, integrity, and crisis management skills. Lincoln was able to reunite a nation torn apart by different views on slavery and ideology, while maintaining his integrity and resolve that a free nation can only exist, if all its people are free. What I most admire about Lincoln’s Presidency was his selflessness and steadfastness of conviction. His integrity and selflessness are two characteristics I will use to guide me in a civil-minded life of service. He sought to unite individuals rather than divide them; he found common ground and consensus to resolve an issue that had led the country into a civil war. I wish to hone my diplomatic skills as a unifying force. Lincoln’s patience while leading was key in keeping the union together and, through his example, I commit to serving the greater good. I will continue my studies of climate change in graduate school and learn how to address and mitigate the impacts on a global level. For me, climate change is one of the major issues dividing our country and the world. Lincoln set an example of how to overcome divisions and work towards a common goal.
Lincoln’s legacy inspires me to further pursue this path and as a woman in science, stand up for women’s rights, particularly in a field in which women are underrepresented. Through working with scientists on an issue that affects all people, I hope to enact change and show that we are all global citizens, more similar than we are different.

**Quincy University – Mary Teresa Argana**

President Lincoln surrounded himself with his adversaries. He intentionally selected each cabinet member for their contrasting perspective and willingness to argue. Lincoln not only accepted, but embraced the opportunity for others to change his mind. He had the humility to accept criticism, and gave respect to all who challenged his decisions. During his two terms as President, the United States was in a vulnerable state. Lincoln recognized the gravity of every decision he would make during the Civil War. He understood surrounding himself with advisors who merely reflected his own opinions would not save his country.

Through this example, Lincoln demonstrated the essential value of civil discourse. There is an inherent value in allowing one’s ideas to be challenged. As John Stewart Mill said in his composition *On Liberty*: “The steady habit of correcting and completing his own opinion by collating it with those of others, so far from causing doubt and hesitation in carrying it into practice, is the only stable foundation for a just reliance on it”. President Lincoln exemplified this notion by inviting challenge, rather than rejecting it. He prevented a polarized nation from disintegration. His success was derived from his ability to collaborate with those who opposed his views.

President Lincoln’s legacy is an example to all those who serve in the public sector. Regardless of political affiliation, religion, race, gender; there is value to allowing one's ideas to be challenged. In a polarized society, it is crucial that the United States’ civic leaders embody President Lincoln’s humility and embrace the opportunity to seek truth through another’s eyes.

**Robert Morris University - Jessica Gonzalez**

It is an honor to be the Student Laureate of the Lincoln Academy of Illinois representing Robert Morris University Illinois. I know for a fact Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy will be a guide in my commitment to the greater good. My motivation to eventually become an emergency medicine doctor comes from the drive to help others and serve a purpose in my communities. The essence of Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy will be a guide in directing a civic-minded life of service and commitment to the greater good. It has been instilled in me to always help those who cannot help themselves or that need a helping hand. As humans we should care for one another, the environment, animals, and the world we live in. The essence of Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy in itself is an encouragement to continue to live up to this honor. Knowing that many great leaders and philanthropists have been given this honor is an inspiration and I hope to have a positive impact on those around me and the communities I serve.

**Rockford University - Nathan Alldritt**

Leadership traits do not always come easy, but I feel as if I have always been a natural leader. Although I have not always actively sought to lead others, I have found that in such roles I have positively impacted numerous individuals. One such skill that has helped me to enhance others’ greatness is my ability to lead by example. I enjoy problem solving, such as coming up with the best solution that fits the problem at hand. I have learned that successful leading is not sheer dictating of others’ actions but rather working cohesively with a team to create an environment propitious for
everyone’s success, ultimately ensuring the team’s ability to tackle any problems that arise. I plan to continue to learn and adapt my leadership skills throughout life, because I plan to be a lifelong leader which requires consistent and constant individual introspection paired with professional development. The nomination alone for the Lincoln Leadership Legacy award has inspired me to continue honing my dedication to quality leadership, which I will utilize in every opportunity in my medical career going forward. Such skills are vital in a field where teamwork is incredibly important to provide the best care and experience for all patients, and to constantly strive towards my best self. I will continue to build upon my leadership skills in order to be the best asset to any team I am a part of in the future.

During my time at Rockford University, I have been privileged to receive the following awards, scholarships, and leadership opportunities: Four-year Presidential Scholarship recipient, Freshmen Chemistry Student of the Year Award, Freshmen Athlete of the Year, Hutchcroft Organic Chemistry Award, Distinguished Scholar Award (every semester), Resident Assistant (3 years).

**Roosevelt University - Janessa Garcia**

Abraham Lincoln once said, “You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today.” This quote has been stuck in the back of my mind ever since I was fortunate enough to complete an extra-curricular research project on Abraham Lincoln in my fourth-grade year. Although it may be easy to glorify the man behind the quote, more important is his legacy of being a creative thinker, resilient change agent, and an effective leader. These qualities guide many others, myself included, to create a life that not only is fairer and just for ourselves, but for those around us.

Being a creative thinker allows for solutions to problems that were not visible before, clearing the view to a just future; resilient change agents take actions to create this fair space; and effective leaders act as examples and set standards so that they are no longer the minority making change, but inspire others to take up a civic-minded life of service and commit to a greater good. Lincoln’s legacy guides us to embrace the responsibility of tomorrow today, and I know and continue to hope that I am not alone in this mission.

**Saint Xavier University - Nancy Lesnicki**

The legacy of Lincoln calls for peoples’ continuous pursuit of contributing to the betterment of society. This aspiration is what drives my efforts to diminish the stigma against individuals with developmental disabilities, to provide an inclusive university community that is conducive to connection-making and education-attainment for members of all groups, and to educate about signs of domestic violence and its commonality.

In order to progress towards improvement in the life quality of our fellow society members, we must dedicate ourselves to individual and collaborative efforts to change their circumstances and to change society’s perception of those disadvantaged relative to the whole. Whether this involvement centers around one’s campus, one’s local community, or expands further, one must continually advocate for initiatives that positively impact our society. To follow the guidance of Lincoln’s leadership legacy means to create the impetus for and foster positive societal change.
School of the Art Institute of Chicago – Haylie Jimenez

My original guide to viewing life and making decisions through a civic minded lens would without a doubt have to be my mother. As a single mother raising three children, I grew up seeing her be as selfless as possible, always reaching out to my friends and peers, besides her own children, when she noticed something seemed off. She has taught me and my siblings through example to be constantly interested in and caring about what is going on in our immediate community of family and friends. Abraham Lincoln’s commitment to a greater good has always reminded me of this same sort of essence; genuine selflessness. Since coming to this realization from very early on in my childhood, I have and will continue to strive to navigate my experiences with the same unselfish ethos. Lincoln’s leadership legacy, rooted in altruism, has helped reinforce what I do to this day - continue to observe about my mother - and what I try to, in turn, embody in every aspect of my day to day experience.

Southern Illinois University Edwardsville – Jessica Hammel

Abraham Lincoln once said, “the best way to predict your future is to create it.” When I began my time at Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, I was focused on creating my own individual future by achieving academic success. Later, I realized that I had the potential to help shape the future of others through my contributions to the school of nursing and the community. I believe that one of the greatest privileges I have is to serve others. I am grateful to have been given opportunities to be a voice for my peers, while also encouraging them to take control of their own futures. I believe that we need strong leaders in today’s world that are able to motivate others so that they too can become creators of their own future. It is through vitality and compassion that people are able to transform their own lives and achieve their goals.

It is well known that Abraham Lincoln was an outstanding leader, but he was also a great listener, communicator, and friend. These are qualities that encompass the profession of nursing. Nurses are educators, advocates, counselors, and confidants. They are compassionate, trustworthy, and leaders of the healthcare world. There are many qualities that President Lincoln and nurses share, and I am hopeful that I will one day be able to impact the future of others as they have. From receiving this award, and learning more about the contributions Abraham Lincoln made to better this country, I am confident that I will be able to further my leadership and service activities even after my college career.

Southern Illinois University Carbondale - Allison McMinn

For me, a reasoned approach to following in the legacy of Lincoln's life of public service and commitment must begin by listening to Lincoln in his own words. Quotes attributed to him such as "Whatever you are, be a good one" and "I never had a policy; I have just tried to do my very best each and every day" speak to me in that I strive to be the best person, scholar, student, friend, and citizen that I can be every day. Lincoln also expressed the need for people to realize that their actions today would not only influence their current lives but impact the future as well. The quote, "The past is the cause of the present, and the present will be the cause of the future. All these are links in the endless chain stretching from the finite to the infinite" illustrates his vision for the future. I believe that investing in the advancement of scientific research is absolutely crucial for our future. Lincoln believed that this world was created on the premise of equality for all. In today's society, this includes expanding opportunities to minority groups, including women in S.T.E.M fields. As I continue my studies and career, I hope to follow in Lincoln's footsteps by creating a world that inspires equality for all, in every situation. Though his words are over 150 years old, Lincoln's legacy of doing the right thing instead of the easy thing inspires all who are committed to civic service and the greater good for all.
The University of Chicago – Shriram Chennakesavalu

Abraham Lincoln demonstrated both selflessness and resolve as a leader, through his endeavor to unite the nation during the turmoil of the Civil War. Through my civic-minded work, I have striven to be both selfless and determined. For example, as an instructor at CoderSpace—a nonprofit organization that teaches Computer Science to high school students on the South Side of Chicago—I have designed and taught new curricula to prioritize my students’ interest in Computer Science to help reduce disparities in Computer Science education.

I am interested in developing computational technologies that can accelerate and cheapen the drug development process and reduce the crippling cost of prescription drugs. Abraham Lincoln’s legacy of leadership, notably his selflessness and determination will guide me in my mission to combat high drug prices. I intend to act selflessly to ensure that potential computational technologies are being used to actually reduce drug pricing instead of increasing profits. Furthermore, it is necessary that I remain resolute in combating the inefficiencies of the pharmaceutical industry, such as by eliminating market exclusivity, in order help ensure that access to healthcare becomes a human right, available to all.

Trinity Christian College - Indira Escalante

Abraham Lincoln remains held in high esteem 154 years after his passing. After all, Lincoln’s legacy includes the social and political feats of abolishing slavery and preserving the Union. Lincoln’s beliefs in democracy, liberty, righteousness, social justice, and his impeccable character made him “Honest Abe” and the “most activist President in history.” His leadership skills and character propelled him to become one of the greatest presidents in the history of the United States of America. In comparison with Lincoln, I hold the same values dear to my heart. This is evidenced in my past and current involvement in activities and groups that aim to break down racial walls, aim to increase cultural intelligence and tolerance, aim to establish sense of belonging for those who might be labeled as “other,” and aim to empower those who have been disempowered. Once exposed to the gratifying and challenging work of community development and leadership and service, there is no turning back. Lincoln’s battleground was in the political arena. My battleground will be the business world due to my future career in accounting. I commit myself to applying civic-mindedness and the leadership skills I have acquired over the years into the field of professional services. As a future certified public accountant, I will be held to high standards of honesty and integrity. The greater good that I can do in my respective field is to share the knowledge that I have acquired for the betterment of others. One of my life goals relates to the financial betterment of others by increasing financial literacy of groups that, historically, have lacked access to education in personal finance management.

Trinity International University - Kristina Olsen

Abraham Lincoln certainly left a legacy that can be admired, from the way he received the nickname “Honest Abe” to his intentional plans for Reconstruction after the abolition of slavery. The model he gives us all as someone who always sought the best for those around him, both when he was still living within modest means and after he became the nation’s most powerful man, has shown us all a consistency in character that is hard to find today. President Lincoln was a man of his word, and oftentimes I take that for granted. I will never forget learning as a young girl the consistency and the loyalty he had in his leadership. As I finish out my final year of my undergraduate studies and continue on into my next steps, my hope is that I, too, can grow even more in my values and stand firm by them just as he did, whether it is in any future leadership roles, friendships, studies, or careers.
University of Illinois Chicago – Leigha Sommer

Lincoln’s legacy is yet another reminder today to continue the fight for justice in our communities and beyond, and surely everyone in this room is doing just that. I feel incredibly privileged to stand in this room to receive this exceptional award in the name of Lincoln but ever humbled to be standing next to some of my peers who are among the many change-makers of our generation.

As I reflect on my work in the community, it is undoubtedly so that Lincoln’s legacy of leadership is prominent in my efforts and serves as a constant reminder that my work is not even close to finished. I am proud of the work that my peers and I have accomplished to get to this point. Still, I am eager to see the impact that each of us has on our communities as many of us dedicate ourselves to building an equitable and fair society through public service. To lead with honesty and integrity, and to inspire, empower, and fuel passion in others is only a few qualities that capture what it means to be a leader like Lincoln. I can honestly say with confidence that those standing in this room today have those very merits.

University of Illinois Springfield – Melissa Van

People do not realize the true importance of becoming active in their community. Leaders are not born overnight. Putting your fears aside and jumping into the unknown is how true leaders are created. Who would have guessed that Abraham Lincoln from Kentucky would become the 16th president of the United States, putting an end to the Civil War. Even though he died in 1865, his legacy lives on through his leadership actions. He was a leader to be remembered. Lincoln was known for his emotional intelligence, communication skills, social skills, motivation, inspiring trust, and his ability to accept criticism and advice. I can only dream to become a leader like Honest Abe. I’m literally from a town called Lincoln, Illinois and he used to live in Springfield, IL where I currently go to school. His legacy that has been surrounding me since I was a child has been guiding me towards becoming a leader myself. My school, the University of Illinois Springfield, has given me many opportunities to show what I am made of. I want to take my leadership skills and apply them in my community after I graduate. I understand that my leadership skills will continue to develop and that I am nowhere near Abraham Lincoln right now. I know it will not be an easy journey, but there is so much I want to accomplish not just for myself, but for my community.

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign – Elena M. Wilson

Growing up in Illinois, Abraham Lincoln was everywhere—on license plates, in our schools, and on monuments around the state—a mascot of sorts. Reading through some of his addresses, the emphasis on progress stood out to me. Lincoln was not a man satisfied with stagnation, asking for a continual “striving to finish the work we are in” [Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address].

Lincoln’s understanding that there is a greater good worth working toward extends far beyond his years. His legacy embodies the idea that there are some principles so important it is worth giving one’s life in their service. Civic service is one of those things. When we privilege the stories and lives of others, we gain empathy, broader perspectives, and fuel for solving complex problems. The ability to listen to those around us and hear them speak, instead of exalting our own ideas is ideal, for only when we begin to see each other as similar rather than different can the greater good be achieved.

In whatever path my life takes, I hope to constantly strive toward the greater good, dedicating my time and abilities in the service of others. Whether enabling communities to advocate for themselves, mentoring those around me, or serving my community I hope to embrace the idea that I am continually a work in progress, pushing myself toward the goal of making the world better, stronger, more accepting, and more unified.
University of St. Francis - Morayma Barron

“Everyone wants to be a leader but few are committed to building up not only themselves but those around them. Abraham Lincoln understood the importance of serving those around him. Through respect, integrity, compassion and service, I will continuously strive to be a servant leader and work toward the greater good.”

VanderCook College of Music - Rachel Nesti

Lincoln’s Leadership Legacy lays the groundwork to encourage civic engagement and change for years to come. As a future educator who is passionate about the field I am heading into, I realize that setting the foundation for a future of civic engagement and community involvement is crucial at an early age. Lincoln himself stated that “The philosophy of the school room in one generation will be the philosophy of government in the next”. The goal of the educational system should not only be to create productive members of society, but also to teach children that they can be the change they want to see in the world. The leadership experience I have accumulated throughout college has not only been for my benefit, but more importantly for the benefit of every life that I come in contact with throughout my career as an educator. This Leadership Legacy helps promote the idea that the greater good is a concept to constantly work towards. Another important aspect of education is exposing students to new circumstances and ideas. Bringing cultural awareness and experiences to students can make each and every child more empathetic and better suited to face the challenges that are set forth in today’s society. Preparing future generations at a young age for civic involvement will set the tone for how society will work as a whole in the future. Legacies such as this remind us that involving ourselves in our communities and focusing on the greater good are valuable qualities associated with leading a fulfilled life.

Western Illinois University - Mariah Dicksen

As the 2019 Student Laureate, I hope to exemplify the qualities that are characteristic of Lincoln's Leadership Legacy. Abraham Lincoln was a man known for his strong leadership, unwavering integrity, and commitment to the common good. Lincoln had a vision to create a country of equality, and I have a vision to create a disease-free world. Lincoln worked hard for his goals: he was self-educated and honest. He was not afraid of challenges and would lay out plans to surmount these obstacles. When faced with the issue of slavery, he wrote the Emancipation Proclamation and kept the Union together to end the Civil War. I have a clear path towards my goal and no challenges will stop me. While I may not have a war in front of me, I have the emergence of mutating viruses, epidemics, and outbreaks. To combat this, I will obtain a Doctorate in Microbiology and enter a career of disease and immunology research. Through my commitment to research, our society will better understand viruses. The expansion of knowledge will lead to more innovative strategies for disease eradication. I know that a disease-free world may not happen in my lifetime, but I can certainly contribute to its eventual occurrence. Just as the Lincoln Academy values the “Great Citizens of Tomorrow,” I value the next generation of researchers. With this in mind, I intend to enter the field of academics. I feel that my life of public service will best be served conducting research and acting as a mentor for the next generation of bright minds.
Wheaton College - Michael Kitchen

As our national leader during one of the most tenuous and fractional times in U.S. history, President Lincoln demonstrated a commitment to not only the Union but also all peoples of the United States. With the restoration of unity as his hallmark, Lincoln was a representative for all Americans. Despite vehement opposition to his leadership, Lincoln presented a temperament that was fitting for the office of the President as he sought the best for all Americans regardless of race, creed, religion, or politics. Lincoln’s desire for the wellbeing of the entire populace is an inspiration to all aspiring leaders who should seek to embody the guiding principle of love for all human beings and love for these United States of America.

College of DuPage – Amna Razi
Representing the Illinois Community Colleges

Immigrants come to the United States for a better quality of life, and often to be free. When one thinks of freedom, Abraham Lincoln and his legacy easily come to mind. Lincoln was a great president who fought for humanity. My parents taught me to be kind and compassionate and not discriminate, qualities that Lincoln embodied. He was elected President of the United States to enact change for the country and I was elected Vice President of Student Leadership Council to make a difference for our student body. Abraham Lincoln once said: “Those who look for the bad in people will surely find it”. I believe in looking for the strengths in people and allowing individual differences to be utilized in a way that can empower, both the people and the cause. Every individual brings a unique perspective and a special set of skills to the table and collectively we can use our differences to make a difference. Lincoln also felt that a good leader does not issue orders but makes requests or suggestions.

My work ethic includes forming strong bonds with my team and becoming the pedestal that lifts them up.
Notes and Remembrances